The ASRC uniform is really just a uniform shirt. It is a Dickies or similar blue chambray work shirt with certain patches on it. It can be either short or long sleeve. If you want to wear an ASRC patch, it has to be on an official ASRC uniform shirt. You may, if you wish, turn an outer parka or other outer garment into an ASRC uniform garment by placing an ASRC patch on it. However, as with the shirt, the above patches and only the above patches may be worn on it. So, don’t wear an ASRC patch on other uniform shirts, and don’t wear any patches except for the above on an ASRC uniform shirt or parka.

Standard military style white on royal blue name tape, available from many military clothing suppliers such as uscav.com, 1800nametape.com, uniformnametape.com

May be last name, or full name. If, for example, if you have a Polish or Ukrainian last name, there may be no choice. Best is to fold ends to size the width of pocket.

Alternate, which may go away soon: 3/4” x 3” blue plastic nametag with white lettering.